VH replacement rescues progenitor B cells with two nonproductive VDJ alleles.
Inaccurate VDJ rearrangements generate a large number of progenitor (pro)-B cells with two nonproductive IgH alleles. Such cells lack essential survival signals mediated by surface IgM heavy chain (muH chain) expression and are normally eliminated. However, secondary rearrangements of upstream VH gene segments into assembled VDJ exons have been described in mice transgenic for productive muH chains, a process known as VH replacement. If VH replacement was independent of muH chain signals, it could also modify nonproductive VDJ exons and thus rescue pro-B cells with unsuccessful rearrangements on both alleles. To test this hypothesis, we homologously replaced the JH cluster of a mouse with a nonproductive VDJ exon. Surprisingly, B cell development in IgHVDJ-/VDJ- mice was only slightly impaired and significant numbers of IgM-positive B cells were produced. DNA sequencing confirmed that all VDJ sequences from muH chain-positive B lymphoid cells were generated by VH replacement in a RAG-dependent manner. Another unique feature of our transgenic mice was the presence of IgH chains with unusually long CDR3-H regions. Such IgH chains were functional and only modestly counter-selected, arguing against a strict length constraint for CDR3-H regions. In conclusion, VH replacement can occur in the absence of a muH chain signal and provides a potential rescue mechanism for pro-B cells with two nonproductive IgH alleles.